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Contamination In Sewage And Wastewater
Exposure to both biological and chemical
hazards most often occurs when workers unconsciously touch their mouths, noses or eyes with
contaminated hands or gloves.

gasoline discharged into a sewer
system, which is illegal, could
very easily travel downstream and
create an explosive atmosphere. Other
chemicals like methane and hydrogen
sulfide are actually generated by the
decomposition of organic matter such
household chemicals, acids, medical as sewage.
waste and other run off from homes,
businesses, medical facilities, vehi- Controlling the Hazards
cles, etc.
Training

Workers exposed to the biological
hazards found in the average sewage
and wastewater discharge—bacteria,
fungi, parasites and viruses—run the
risk of contracting intestinal, lung and
other debilitating infections. That risk
increases exponentially for contractors moving in to clean up and repair
damaged infrastructure in areas struck
by hurricanes. It has in fact been
reported that the water in flooded
areas of New Orleans contained 10
times more bacteria than normal
sewage.
The chemical hazards found in
the average discharge typically come
from chemicals legally or illegally
dumped down the drain. In areas
damaged by floods or hurricanes,
workers also have to contend with the
gasoline, kerosene, paint, solvents,

Methods of Exposure
Exposure to both biological and
chemical hazards most often occurs
when workers unconsciously touch
their mouths, noses or eyes with contaminated hands or gloves. Inhalation
is another possible route of entry into
the body when employees are
working around operations where the
sewage/wastewater is agitated—e.g.,
near inlets or sludge treatment areas.
In the case of biological hazards, the
least likely path of exposure is skin
absorption. However, entry into the
body through a person’s skin can
occur if the skin is damaged by cuts,
burns, abrasions or blisters.
Exposure to chemicals most often occurs when employees are working with chemicals found on the
jobsite or around sewage containing
chemicals released by industrial facilities, hospitals, etc. Such hazardous
chemicals may be toxic, poisonous,
caustic or flammable. For example,
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Employers should ensure that employees receive proper instruction,
training and supervision regarding:
the nature and location of the hazards
present; methods of entry into the
body; how to limit potential contamination (through adherence to standard
hygiene practices and the use of personal protective equipment); and
what action they should take if they
are exposed.
Personal Hygiene/Health
Because practicing good personal hygiene is one of the main lines of defense against both biological and
chemical hazards, contractors should
provide jobsite wash stations that
have clean water, soap, nailbrushes,
disposable paper towels, and where
heavy contamination is foreseeable,
required to wash their hands and faces after potential exposure, especially
before eating, drinking or smoking.
Workers should also be instructed to
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shower or bath daily to remove infectious organisms or chemicals before
making contact with family members,
especially children.
All scrapes, cuts or puncture
wounds should be reported immediately so they can be cleansed and
treated. Existing wounds should be
disinfected and covered with bandages; severe lacerations should be treated by a licensed health care professional. Should a worker become ill,
the physician should be informed of
job exposure to sewage and/or
wastewater.
Personal Protective Equipment
Another line of defense is personal
protective equipment such as waterproof gloves, goggles, splash-proof
face shields, water-resistant suits,
boots and respirators, depending on
the job. All PPE should be washed
with soap and hot water or other
forms of disinfectants at the end of
the shift. PPE should never be worn
home or outside the immediate work
environment. Ideally, uniforms or
work clothing that workers can
change out of at the end of the shift
should be provided, so that potentially contaminated clothing can be sent
to a commercial laundry where it can
be properly washed at high temperatures to kill infectious organisms and
remove chemicals.

additional vaccinations are needed.
The risk of contracting diseases
such as AIDS and hepatitis is very
low because they are extremely diluted in sewage and are not transmitted
by inhalation or hand-to-mouth exposure. At this time, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) does not recommend routine
testing for Hepatitis C for sewer
workers.
Minimization of Exposure
In many instances worker exposure to
biological and chemical hazards can
be minimized if not eliminated. For
example, remote control pigs and
cameras can be used to perform sewer inspections. Whenever workers
must enter into a confined space—
such as a sewer manhole, lift station
or pipe—it must be tested with an air
monitor to ensure a safe atmosphere.
(Note: live sewers are considered permit-required, meaning they potentially: have a dangerous or potentially
hazardous atmosphere; contain mate-

Immunization
Employers should also ensure that
workers are up-to-date on their tetanus-diphtheria immunizations. For
those who have completed the basic
series of three immunizations, a
booster should be given every 10
years. Management should keep track
of public health developments in case
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rial that could bury/engulf workers;
have a shape that could cause workers to be trapped; or have any other
recognized serious health hazards.)
Mechanical ventilation in areas
where airborne particles from sewage
or sludge may be present, and engineering controls to reduce foaming at
aeration basins and splashing of water around tanks, are also recommended.
With regard to chemical hazards,
a Safety Data Sheet (SDS) must be
available at the jobsite for all chemicals that are used or stored. Although
contractors may never know exactly
what is mixed in with sewage/
wastewater discharge, they should be
aware of any facilities that may be releasing chemicals upstream into the
sewer system.
While the risk of biological and
chemical contamination to workers
exposed to sewage and wastewater
appears to be relatively low—except
of course in disaster areas—it still
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must be controlled because employers are required to provide employees
with a safe place to work—even if it
is a sewer. Following the requirements and recommendations discussed above is a good place to start.
Additional information is available
from OSHA (www.osha.gov), the
CDC (www.cdc.gov), and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (www.cdc.gov/niosh). ■

Mark Your Calendars
Safety Directors Forum
September 27 –29, 2015
Embassy Suites Centennial
Olympic Park, New Orleans
This year’s SDF will provide the exciting opportunity to walk the National
Safety Council’s EXPO with your safety colleagues. NUCA’s SDF will be
meeting in the same town and at the
same time as the National Safety
Council EXPO. One full day will be
devoted to walking through this enormous EXPO to find solutions, training
materials, safety equipment and more
that will help participants improve
their safety programs. A one-day pass
is included in your registration fee.

DANGER: Construction Vehicles Moving in Reverse
Construction site back-over incidents are occurring at an alarming rate: according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), over 70 workers died from
back-over incidents in 2011. So employers whose employees are working in
close proximity to construction vehicles and equipment need to take action
to protect their workers from being struck by vehicles and equipment.
Before continuing, let me explain what a back-over incident is. A backover incident occurs when a vehicle or piece of equipment is moving in reverse when it strikes a worker who is standing, walking, kneeling, or otherwise working in the path behind the vehicle or equipment.
Back-over incidents happen for different reasons but in most situations
the worker is in a blind spot where the driver or operator cannot see the
worker. Even when the vehicle is equipped with a working backup alarm, the
worker may not hear the warning due to worksite noise. In some cases workers are so accustomed to hearing the backup alarms that they just become part
of the background noise and they don’t take note of the warning. In other situations drivers may assume the area is clear behind the vehicle and not wait
for directions from the spotter. Another type of situation involves a worker
riding on the vehicle or equipment who falls off and gets backed over. There
is no one scenario for back-over incidents; they take many forms and often
involve a combination of factors.

Also on this Year’s Agenda
1. Legal Perspective on How to Handle
OSHA
2. Managing Motor Vehicle Safety
3. Creating a Jobsite Hazard Analysis
4. Emergency Management
5. New Confided Space Standards
The final day will be devoted to open
forum discussions, including sharing
information about what you found and
learned at the EXPO, as well as our
traditional open forums for discussing
and sharing issues attendees face in
their own companies.
$475 members, $675 nonmembers
Safety Directors Forum Details

Preventing Back-Over Incidents
There are many tools that can be used to prevent back-over incidents. First,
OSHA requires contractors to use a spotter to direct vehicles or equipment
when the driver or operator cannot see directly behind the vehicle. The other
option is to install backup alarms on all vehicles and equipment with blind
spots. OSHA is currently reviewing more up to date options to determine if
they are feasible. There is a good possibility that OSHA will revise current
construction standards and include some additional options.
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Among other solutions to the
problem of back-over incidents are
backup video cameras with in-vehicle
displays that give drivers a view of
what is behind the vehicle or equipment. Proximity detection devices,
such as radar and sonar, can alert drivers to objects that are behind them.
Tag-based systems can inform drivers
when someone is behind the vehicle
and at the same time alert the employee wearing a tag that a vehicle near
them is backing up. In addition, establishing a worksite traffic control plan
can show drivers where they can
drive, reduce the need for backing up,
and direct employees away from active vehicle lanes.
Workers should be informed
about how to avoid back-over incidents. One way to help employees understand the concept of blind spots is
to let them sit in the driver’s seat to
get a feel for where the blind spots are
and what the driver can or cannot see.
NIOSH has published blind spot diagrams that can help explain what drivers can see.
You can download the diagrams
for different types of vehicles and
equipment by using this link. NIOSH
has also published a Workplace Solutions report for preventing back-over
incidents which could be helpful when
developing a prevention plan and/or
training. Find it here. ■

B u m p Te s t i n g P o r t a b l e
Gas Monitors
Every portable gas monitor needs to be
calibrated periodically based on the
manufacturer’s requirements.
enter, or respirators
of the proper type
must be worn by
employees entering
the excavation or
confined space. Under no circumstances can an employee rely on his or
her senses to determine if the atmosphere within a space
is safe to enter.

Portable gas monitors are a tool with
which every utility contractor should
be familiar. If your company does not
own at least one or does not participate in a gas monitor leasing program
there is a very good chance that your
company is at times in violation of
OSHA excavation and/or confined
space standards.
OSHA requires excavation contractors to test trenches and excavations where there is a reasonable possibility of a hazardous atmosphere
within the ditch. In addition, the atmosphere within all confined spaces
is supposed to be tested prior to a
worker entering the space.
Whenever the atmosphere within
an excavation or confined space is
found to be hazardous, the space
must be ventilated until it is safe to
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Detector technology and durability has improved with the development of smaller and more reliable
electronics, circuitry, and digital
readouts. Most of the instruments
have been built to take a beating, but
that beating can still lead to component failure.
Without a doubt, every portable
gas monitor needs to be calibrated
periodically based on the manufacturer’s requirements. These requirements for calibrating gas monitors
could vary from every 30 days to as
much as 180 days. It is therefore wise
to check and adhere to the manufacturer’s calibration requirements. It is
also important to maintain calibration
records to show that the monitor has
been properly maintained in the event
of an incident.
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Bump Testing
OSHA defines a bump test as “a
qualitative function check in which a
challenge gas is passed over the sensors at a concentration and exposure
time sufficient to activate all alarm
settings.”
In other words, bump testing is
the process of briefly exposing the
installed sensors to a known concentration of calibration gas to check the
sensor and activate the alarms. Also
referred to as a "functional test,” the
bump test checks for sensor and
alarm functionality but does not
measure sensor accuracy. No adjustments are made to the instrument
during a bump test.
Most manufacturers have historically recommended a bump test each
day prior to using a gas monitor.
Some manufacturers believe daily
bump testing of properly calibrated
gas monitors is not necessary or useful and can shorten the effective usefulness of some sensors. OSHA suggests that a bump test should be conducted daily before each use but relies on the manufacturer’s instructions. Therefore, it is very important.
Bump testing is a simple process that
can be performed by using an aerosol
-style bump test can, a trigger-style
regulator attached to a canister of calibration gas, or by using a normal
calibration regulator. In order to
bump test, all the individual performing the test has to do is spray or release the test gas into the monitor
pump intake (or if there is no intake
over the sensor filter) until the gas
readings show the correct quantities
of the different gases or the monitor
goes into the alarm mode.
Other than performing a full cali-

UPCOMING NUCA EVENTS
Safety Directors Forum
September 27–29, 2015
bration, a daily bump test is the only (Held in Conjunction w NSC
method by which the entire gas moni- Congress & Expo)
tor system, which includes the senAtlanta, Georgia
sors, flow path, power source, alarms,
and electronics, can be checked to
ensure that the gas monitor is functioning properly. The bump test verifies sensor and alarm functionality
but not the accuracy of the instrument. For accuracy, you must rely on
calibration. To determine which calibration gases are appropriate to your
instrument consult the manufacturer’s
instructional manual.
If an instrument fails a bump
test, it should immediately go
through a complete calibration before
being put to use. Although a new gas
detector most often is calibrated
when sent from the manufacturer, it
will still require bump testing/
calibrating before it is first put into
service to ensure that it has not been
damaged in shipment. Again, consult
the manufacturer’s instructional manual to determine which process the
manufacturer suggests. ■
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Fall Leadership Conference
October 7–9, 2015
Omaha, Nebraska
NUCA 2016 Annual
Convention
March 10–14, 2016
El Conquistador Resort
Fajardo, Puerto Rico
Washington Summit
May 23–26, 2016
Washington, DC

NUCA 2017 Annual
Convention
March 4–6, 2017
(Held in Conjunction with
ConExpo–Con/Agg)
Las Vegas, Nevada

2015 Safety Directors Forum and
Safety and Damage Prevention Committee Meeting
Embassy Suites, Atlanta, Georgia, September 27 – 29, 2015

Name___________________________________Company_________________________________
Title____________________________________________________________________________
Address_________________________________City/State/Zip_____________________________
Phone____________________Fax___________________Email_____________________________
__ Yes, I will attend the Safety Directors Forum September 27 – 29, 2015
__ NUCA Member – $475

__ Non-Member – $675

__ (no charge) I am a NUCA 2014-2015 Safety Ambassador at $1,000 level. **
__ (no charge) I am a NUCA National Diamond, Gold, Silver or Bronze Partner. **
** Call the NUCA office for more information.

__ Enclosed is my check payable to NUCA
__ Charge my registration fee

___ VISA

___ MasterCard

___ AMEX

Card No. ________________________________ Exp. Date _______________ CID _____________
Name on card ________________________________ Signature ____________________________
*Cancellations received by August 28 will receive a full refund, less $50 per person admin fee.
Cancellations received between August 29 and September 18 will be refunded 50%.
No refunds will be issued after September 19, 2015.
Please review the information below regarding making your reservation.
Hotel cut-off date for discount rate is Mon., August 17, 2015.
After this date, NUCA cannot guarantee the discounted rate.
- You are responsible for making your own hotel accommodations.
- NUCA has established a discounted group room rate of $229 per night.
- Call the Embassy Suites at 866-575-4156 for a reservation.
- Be sure to mention NUCA Group, ID#735364
Please Return this form to NUCA:
3925 Chain Bridge Road, Suite 300, Fairfax, VA 22030
Phone: (703) 358-9300 ~ Fax: (703) 358-9307

